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# COMMENTS FOR THIS SESSION: DATE

1 - I liked that the presenter moved around the room and called on people - the small group
activity of teaching the hotel employees how to tie knots was very fun and helpful, though our
group lucked out - our learner had experience w/cats cradle and was kind of a natural at knot-
tying

3/8/2022 8:16 AM

2 Would be helpful ahead of time to know what we would be teaching. Some of us may not use
all these methods, so hard to teach them.

3/8/2022 8:16 AM

3 The practice teaching sessions were helpful because of the time and critique portions. 3/8/2022 8:05 AM

4 Excellent session, I liked the organization and theory 3/8/2022 8:05 AM

5 loved the organization around theory and framework, fun exercise to try to teach to hotel
volunteers, wish we had some prep time for our teaching!

3/8/2022 8:02 AM

6 I would like more real life applicable examples. 3/8/2022 7:58 AM

7 Not sure this is about the session persay, the speaker was great. However I found the question
about wearing masks surprising, inappropriate and uncomfortable. Many of us travelled with
some trepidation, many of us have small children who are unvaccinated, many of us have
health conditions and it was awkward for one person to have to disclose. The CREOG/APGO
website indicated that masks would be worn. This was a real distraction from the beginning of
the session.

3/8/2022 6:50 AM

8 The breakout hands on sessions where unnecessary and didn’t add anything to my experience 3/8/2022 6:33 AM

9 Very useful topic and I appreciated breaking down the specific steps 3/7/2022 10:57 PM

10 Overall, I really enjoyed this session, especially teaching staff knot tying and being observed.
One suggestion for improvement is having more OB/GYN examples and guiding us to APGO
or OB/GYN specific resources that relates to the topic.

3/7/2022 10:43 PM

11 I enjoyed taking the time to instruct a non-physician/non-medical individual in this skill. It was
helpful to have defined roles. I would have liked to have more time to provide feedback to each
other as the directors and the session didn't give us time to share the form we filled out.

3/7/2022 9:20 PM

12 Found the pre-reading for this session to be very helpful. The session did some repetition of
the reading, but mostly helped to answer questions about the strategies for teaching

3/7/2022 9:12 PM
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psychomotor skills and practice with the knot-tying. If the session was a bit longer, might have
been helpful to share some examples with classmates on stratgies they used, but overall was
a helpful session.

13 Very insightful when teaching a staff member knot tying. 3/7/2022 8:23 PM

14 Excellent session! Learned a lot! 3/7/2022 8:21 PM

15 Loved the session, directly applicable to my practice. Liked the interactive component 3/7/2022 8:19 PM
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# COMMENTS FOR SESSION: DATE

1 - the presenter was engaging and funny - really enjoyed how he peppered his talk with a sense
of humor - I liked that he reflected the comments from the audience - I'm torn about the
presentation style - it was less pressure on me to have a more traditional lecture but I did feel
less engaged. Since we were assigned the pre-reading and it's been an expectation of previous
presentations to have completed these, part of me wishes we'd had more group
work/opportunities to practice the content instead of having the lecture which felt like a review
of the reading.

3/8/2022 8:16 AM

2 Helpful to think about all the learners in the room. I always have the residents set goals, but
had not asked students in the OR. Ironically I ask on call or in the clinic.

3/8/2022 8:16 AM

3 The readings were tremendous, I felt a bit as if the lecture was more directed at getting us to
buy inor be introduced to the topics as opposed to expanding our information more.

3/8/2022 8:05 AM

4 Dr Learman is a great instructor. He integrated multimedia and lecture very well. Thought
provoking with good suggestions.

3/8/2022 8:05 AM

5 really fun and engaging, walked away with great strategies 3/8/2022 8:02 AM

6 I liked the analogy between quality/safety and education in OR 3/7/2022 10:57 PM

7 This was a great session with very relevant information for an OB/GYN. One suggestion for
improvement is a small group component. There was one pair-share, but otherwise, this
session was mostly large group.

3/7/2022 10:43 PM

8 I like how this session looked at how to do this with both resident and student learners. The
videos were very engaging and really conveyed the point of view of the learner and reinforced
the learning issues.

3/7/2022 9:20 PM

9 I think it would have been helpful to have a longer session here where we could map out as a
group (or small groups) strategies or even a mini-"curriculum" for a certain case in the OR and
the teaching indicated by learner level such as diagnostic laparoscopy with learner goals of the
med student, PGY-1, PGY-2/3, and PGY 4. The info was very helpful, but having some
practice in implementation would have been great.

3/7/2022 9:12 PM

10 Excellent session! Really enjoyed learning about the Zwisch Stages. 3/7/2022 8:21 PM
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11 LOVED the tone of the presentation with some humor, interaction, direct connection to our
daily practice, clear way to apply information to practice

3/7/2022 8:19 PM

12 Would have liked to review the prework questions we filled out prior to the session 3/7/2022 8:05 PM
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Q5 Additional comments for the ASL Program:
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Thanks for giant nametags! So helpful. I definitely enjoyed the cookie break, but wondering if
there's any chance of healthier snacks? Or just a savory option. Thanks!

3/8/2022 8:16 AM

2 Readings on average are ~20 years old - most from early 2000s. Made me wonder if this was
the best literature there is - if so, we need new data on these questions. Or if reading has not
been updated for many years. Really did enjoy many of the articles, but some obviously dated.

3/8/2022 8:10 AM

3 It would be great to have the conference in the middle of the country to centralize it for all. 3/8/2022 8:05 AM

4 So glad we are back in person! I’d love a reception since we weren’t able to do one to network
and get to k ow each other better.

3/8/2022 7:58 AM

5 I found the question about wearing masks surprising, inappropriate and uncomfortable. Many of
us travelled with some trepidation, many of us have small children who are unvaccinated,
many of us have health conditions and it was awkward for one person to have to disclose. The
CREOG/APGO website indicated that masks would be worn. This was a real distraction from
the beginning of the session.

3/8/2022 6:50 AM

6 It is wonderful to be in-person! 3/7/2022 10:43 PM

7 Engaging speakers, fun activities, glad to be back in person 3/7/2022 10:39 PM

8 I think we need to set concrete expectations about masks. The conversation today was
awkward and uncomfortable. It was clear that we were supposed to wear masks for this
conference and most of us were more open to coming in person knowing that masks would be
worn. It felt unfortunate that one of our colleagues had to discuss a medical condition to get
the point across. It's such an easy and courteous thing to do for all attendees to wear a mask
and I really hope this will be an expectation both for the rest of the APGO ASL Program this
week and for CAAM. Thank you!

3/7/2022 9:20 PM


